
FELTON QUARRY EXPANSION 
OPPOSITION OUTREACH

IMPORTANT!! NEXT HEARING: MARCH 10TH 9:30 am. 
For Zoom Link go to: SCCOPLANNING.COM
We encourage all concerned citizens who feel that they would be impacted by the expansion of the 
Felton Quarry’s o� hour operations to contact and help with the e�ort to oppose it by doing 
the following things:
1) Attend all Hearings and Write Letters of Concern to: Supervisor Ryan Coonerty ‘s Planning Commis-
sioner and County Analyst.  Rachel Dann:  Rachel.dann@santacruzcounty.us 
2) Sign and Share Our Petition and learn more about the issue at:
 https://www.change.org/OpposeFeltonQuarryExpansion 
3) GET MORE INVOLVED: Contact-  tanya@ridinolaw.net OR katharinewoods333@gmail.com
We are OPPOSED to Granite Construction’s proposed amendment to the Felton Quarry usage permit. They have 
applied for  a �ve-fold increase from the currently allowed 20 to 100 “o� hour operations” (primarily nightime 
operations) per year on the truck route from the Quarry down Empire Grade and then Bay Street to 
Mission st. The SC Planning department has determined to move forward with their vote of approval without 
requiring an EIR (Environmental Impact Report).  WE believe 100 o� hour operations WOULD have a SIGNIFI-
CANT IMPACT so project should NOT PROCEED, especially without an EIR.

Major IMPACTS of the increased tra�c include:  
NOISE
• CalTrans has recently begun to require all road work be done at night, primarily during the warm paving season, 
just when residents on the route need to keep their windows open to cool their homes and are sleeping. 
• Granite Construction contracts out to trucking companies that are not subject to oversight of speed, noise 
levels or truck maintenance. 
• The trucks are among the noisiest vehicles on the road, both uphill (empty and clanking over bumps and cracks 
in the road) and downhill (�lled with heavy, hot road mix material and using their jack brakes). 

POLLUTION
• The trucks carry hot toxic paving material that gives o� both smoke and o�ensive odors.  This a�ects not only 
the residents but any other vehicles in close proximity to the trucks. The possibilty of hazardous material spills 
due to the dangerous nature of parts of Empire Grade pose a great risk to this designated scenic byway. 

TRAFFIC
• If they choose to run their o� hour operations on Saturdays, this will be the most dangerous factor, as it a�ects 
everyone who uses these roads, not only the residents but also bikers and other recreationalists. 

WE request a full EIR (Environmental Impact Review) be conducted and all possible MITIGATION be analyzed 
before any further consideration is given to this permanent amendment.
 

Sign the petition at Change.org If you haven't yet and pass it on to your neighbors. 
 


